The journal “Education, society and multiculturalism”, debuts with a series of particularly interesting articles through the actuality of the issues addressed.

The authors of this edition are university teachers who disseminates in a scientific manner and very rigorous the results of some own studies and researches.

We can see the worry of the authors for the subjects which we appreciate as extremely valuable in understanding the facts and educational and social processes. So, we find subject which approach: „Wellbeing in preschoolers. Important factors in creating educational patterns“, „The impact of pedagogical practice mentoring on the professionalization for the teaching career“, „Exploring the role of feedback in the context of pre-university didactic communication“, „Psychological theories of aggression. Critical perspective“, „Ethical
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aspects in providing a qualitative research in science education”, „It was heartbreaking – The Discrimination in Our Schools”.

The editorial reveals to the reader a critical analysis of an extremely valuable scientific publication for the sociological literature at section: “Book Review” namely “Tendential Modernity. Reflections about the modern evolution of the society”, written by Professor PhD Constantin Schifirneț, outstanding personality in the field of the Romanian Sociology whom, in the landscape of the sociological research, we discover him as author of extremely valuable researches, true scientific foundations of social radiographies, corresponding to various periods.

The presented articles in this edition of the journal can build some scientific landmarks important in acknowledge the facts and psychological and educational problems.

The editorial staff thanks to all the authors who contributed in making this edition.